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WHAT IS ACADEMIC DISHONESTY AND HOW IT 
AFFECTS THE OVERALL PERFORMANCE?

• Honesty play important role in colleges and universities. But what is academic dishonesty and 

how it inpact your overall progress? Every student needs assignment help in college and 

university. College assignment help includes project help, assignment help, essay 

work, coursework help and more. Based on different subjects such as MBA assignment 

help, Employment assignment help, Thesis writing help, English assignment help, and 

more assignment writing services provide help to the students. Most of the students take 

assignment help from unreliable sources and get involved in academic dishonesty. But what 

exactly academic dishonesty is?

•
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PLAGIARISM

1. Plagiarism is considered to be known as a crime in the academic field. Why? Plagiarism indicates 

and involves the use of other works or words in self projects. Content with plagiarism is not 

accepted in academic projects or assignments.

2. Fabrication It refers to the use of data with writing methods or falsification of data, credentials, 

in any academic projects or activity.

3. Deception It is known as a process of providing wring information or data to the seekers. For 

examepl, claiming that work has been submitted etc.

4. Cheating Providing help to others who have a lack of knowledge in an academic exercise. For 

example, examination.



14 FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO 
DISHONESTY IN COLLEGES

• Dishonest in college need to be avoided and the person with the same should be punished. What are some factors responsible for the 

same? Here are factors responsible for dishonesty in college:

1. Teachers

2. Improper time management

3. Lack of vision and goals

4. Ethical factors

5. Weird study habits

6. Failure fear

7. Additional activities

8. Pressure

9. Lack of knowledge of boundaries

10.Not accepting responsibilities



ASSIGNMENT WRITING SERVICES

• If you are looking for urgent assignment help or assignment help for academics, you should 

approach ethical and reliable sources who can provide you with evidence-based knowledge and 

improve your performance. Several assignment writing services are assignment helper available 

online that are assisting students with their academics ethically. Cheap assignment help is easily 

available online with the best prices and offers.
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